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scorE .AUD CGNl'sNT3: 

'Previously reported work on !.I ic ro•rnve Flt ra

sonics is reviewed briefly. Various aspects of the 


generation, transmission and delay charaoteristics 


of elastic, magnetoelast ic and spin wav·es are a iscus~ed 


with due emphasis on the coupling mechanisms. 


Magnetostatic waves in the frequency range 

890 Mo/s to 990 Ma/s are studied in an axially 

magnetised, unsaturated single crystal of Yttrium Iron 

Garnet, cylindrical in shape and oriented alon~ the 

{100) axis. Ihe design of a ~trip-line mounting assembly, 

to couple the energy in and out of the YlG rod, has 

. been outlined. A non-uniform internal magnetic field 

is proposed and analysed for the unsaturated sample to 

explain the experimental results. 
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ABSTHAJT 


An investigation ha~ been made of the propagation 

characteristics of magnetostatio waves with frequenoies 

in the range 890 - 990 MHz in a crystal of Yttrium Iron 

Garnet. The sample was mounted in a two port strip line 

assembly and magnetised axially along the (100) 

direction. The experiments were performed at room 

temperature. 

Magnetostatic waves were observed in external 

magnetic fields in the neighbourhood of 500 Oersteas. 

and to explain the experimental results a non-uniform 

distribution of magnetisation along the axial direction 

is proposed for the unsaturated sample. Iheoretical 

results for the demagnetising field and the time delay 

have been computed using this model to explain the 

excitation and transmission of the observed magnetostatic 

waves. 
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JHAPI~ii I 

INTHODUCI ION 

1.1 Growth of ~iorowave Ultrasonics 

Miorowave ultrasonics has aroused considerable 

interest in the past decade. owing to: 

(i) 	 Successful development of high frequency 


transducers 


(ii) 	 Development of techniques tor growing crystalB 

of piezoelectric material and low-loss magnetic 

material. 

(iii) 	 Its importance and application in the develop

ment of microv.:ave frequency radar and 

communication systems: data processing and 

instrument at ion. 

(iv) 	 Its importance in the study of Solid State 


Transport. Phenomena. 


1.2 	 Two Kinds of Waves 

Uicrowave ultrasonic processes can be a~sociated 

with two types of waves. namely: 

a. fillaatic Waves 

b. Magnetic 'Naves 

~lastic Wave 

Elastic waves propagate as vibrations of the 

1 
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crystal lattice at about 5 orders of magnitude less than the spped 

of light. Associated wave-length parameters are thus of the order of 

microns. Such vibrations may be described in terms of phonons or 

quantum elements of lattice vibration which are characterised in 

terms of an energy parameter h~ (h: Planck's constant; ~ : frequency 

of vibration) and a.wave vector k. 

Nagnetic Waves 

Certain magnetic insulating crystals can support and 
s _, 

propagate pure magnetic modes or magnetostatic waves ( 10 <k <10 crn. 

~ 5 ~ where k=27A is the viave number) or spin waves ( k >10 cm.) 

quantised in terms of magnons as will be discussed in the next 

chapter.Many properties of these waves are similar to those of 

elastic waves; in addition, their velocity of propagation can be 

controlled l:y an appied de magnetic field. Magnetic.·waves can have 

a velocity, an order of magnitude, less than the velocity of phonons. 

Magnetostatic waves travel with nearly electromagnetic speeds to 

very low values near the critical field;whereas, spin waves do 

not revert to electromagnetic speeds at low values of the field. 

This means that magnetostatic w~ves will show delays from nanoseconds 

to microseconds;the spin wave will have a minimum delay of several 

microseconds. 

MagnetotQ.~tj..~ Waves 

If the api:f..ed magnetic field is adjusted so that the wave

length associated ~1th a particular frequency of excitation is the 

same as for an elastic wave of that frequency, then the magnetic and 

elastic waves are strongly coupled giving rise to a mode ot 

propagation which is partly elastic and partly magnetic. Such a wave 

is called a magnetoelast1c wave. 



As described, lower velocity of propagation of 

elastic or magnetic waves at microwave frequencies makes 

their wave-length comparable with that of light: consequent

ly many types of interactions result, e.g.: 

a. Ultrasonic phonon interaction with 	electrons and 

thermal phonons yields information about the structure of 
1, 2• 

solids, semiconductors or metals • Such interactions 

can be utilised for amplifications of ultrasonic waves. 

b. Light interaction with microwave sound has been 

given a great impetus owing to the availability ot coherent 

light from a laser. In the past. this ~henomenon was 

utilised to determine the elastic constants of the material: 

but presently, research is directed to obtain hatter and 
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hatter parametric amplification and oscillation . 


c. ~igh frequency acoustic ~aves interact with nuclear 

spins 	yieldill0 information about the coupling of nuclear 
4 

spins with lattice vibrations in solids • 

1.3 Propagation and ~ttenuation Effects in Solids 

tor signal frequencies in the megacycle range, the 

attenuation of a prop~..t5at ing v,ave becomes prohibit iv ly 

1large at room temperatures. ~ or example, in quartz, above 

40• K the absorption is almost independe.nt of temperuture: 

it increases with the square of' the frequency, reaching 

very high values in the microwave region e.g. 25 to ~O db/cm 

• Numbers refer to the Bibliography listing. 

http:independe.nt
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at 2.6 ~c/2 at room temperature. Below 40°.E. ahsor_pti0n 

rapidly di8appears even for the highest frequencies, e.g . 

•01 db/cm at liq~id Helium temperature and at G.6 Gs/s. 

The 	e~planation cf this behaviour is provided by 
6 

n. I. A~hiezer . 

~cattering is produced by the numerous micro~copic 

defects, such as grain boundaries, dis.locations, or the 

volume disorder. '/dth increased frequenoy, the v:ave-le:.gth • 

of ultrasonic waves becomes comparable with microscopic 

defects, 'l•ith a consequent increased scattering. Better 

crystal gro~th ana use of single crystals largely overcomes 

this effect. Flatness and parallelism, and the proper choice 

of orientation of the propagating medium, strongly 

influence the prop~gation and Attenuation characteristics 

of ultrasonic waves. 

1.4 Material 	Hequirements 

The extremely small wave-ler1gth, of the OLder of a 

few microns, associated with microwave phonona and magnons 

requires the material to be free of aiscontinuities larget 

than a few microns. This restricts microwave phonon and 

magnon propagation essentially to single crystal~. which 

are in general very hard to ~row. Jn addition, all end 

surfaces have to be plane and parallel to an optical 

quality to reduce scattering. £or phase coherence to 1/10 



w~ve-length of sound. a 1 cm. diameter rod operated at ~Jc. 

will require a long-range flatness of io-5cm. and 

parallelism between the polished faces ~ithin 2 second a 

of arc. 

Recent developments make Yttrium Iron Garnet an 

attractive material in this field. Magnetic waves can he 

launched, transmitted anc detected in the interior of the 

materia] making optically flat and parallel fuces unneces

sary. Ihe transmission losses in gigacycle runge ure moderate 

even at room temperatures ( ~ 1 db/cm.). Since YIG is 

ferrimagnetic, there is no bond problem._However, there is 

one difficulty aseociated with YIG, it is opaque to light. 

Thus it is impossible to inspect its quality by any meHns 

other than microwave acoustic propabation. 

Yttrium Iron Garnet 

This material Y3Fe2(teG4)3 is a ferrimagnetic oxide 

which has a crystal .structure isomorphic with the classical 

garnet Ja3FeE(Si04)3. The crystal structure ia very nearly 

cubic and cont~ins essentially no magnetic disorder. The 

Fe ions, which are responsible for the magnetic moment, are 

all trivalent. Thia property of crystallographic and magnetic 

equivalence prevents the small electrical conductivity 

experienced in ferrites by means of the exoh~nge of 

electrons among Fe~ and ie3 ions and results in a 
7 

superiority over ferrites . Y~ is a non-magnetic trivaJent 
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ion. There are no unpaired spins, 	consequently Y3 has no perm

anent spin magnetic moment. Ihe growth of a single crystal 
8 

of YlJ by Nielson sti:nulated research in fundamental 

eiperiments including m&gnetic propagation cf micro'Aaves. 

1.5 Generation and Detecti0n - Iransducers 

The main difficulty in converting electr0magnetic 

energy to microwave acoustic energy is that of matching the 

wave-length in the cm range to the very short microw~ve 

acoustic ~aves having ~~ve-lengths of a few microns. The 

coupling efficiency is an important consideration iL the 

insertion loss at ~1crowave frequencies is to be held to a 

minimum. Thus, ver~ thin plates or films are required for 

efficient transducer action. ;bin plates have been used at 

fundamental frequencies as high as Z·OO ~.~c/s, trot beyond this 

they become extremely difficult to fabricute and are very 

fragile. Their efficiency is relativly lo~ (10-3 at micro

wave frequencies). 

Other techniques developed in the 	past decade are: 

a. 	 Piezoelectric Joupling at the free end of a quartz 
9,10 

crystal placed in ~ microwave cavity • It requires 

optically flat una parallel surfaces for efficient conversion 

and yields narrow bandwidths. Iypical values at 1 Ge would 

he 1-2% handwidths ~ith a 30 db conversion loss for one 

transducer action. 
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b. Thin Film Transducers - Fiezoeleotrio 

In the region between 100 Mo/s and a few gigacycles, 

transducer action by thin films of piezoelectric semi-

conducting materials deposited on the propagating medium 

affords lower conversion efficiencies (20 db at 1.6 Gc/s) 
11 

and larger bandwidths (3o%). 

~ thin resistive layer in a piece of conducting 

piezoelectric material serves as the transducer. ihree types 

of resistive-layer transducers have been proposed, namely: 

(i) 	 ~@itaxial Layer Iransducer 

~ resistive layer is formed on a conductive substrate. 

(11) 	 Depletion Layer Iransducer 

~ resistive layer is the depletion region formed at a 

rectifying metal-to-semiconductor contact or at a p-n 

junction. Ihis region is in the order of 1000 A 

~hich makes it suitable for operation in the 10 Ge 

range. 

(iii} Iha Diffusion layer Transducer 

A resistive layer is formed by diffusing a compen

sating impurity (such as copper) a short distance into 

a conductive hase material such as oadmium sulphide. 

Since the thickness can be controlled by the diffusion 

process, this transducer can operate at fundamental 

frequencies from 100 Mo/a to 1 Jc/s with conversion 
12 

losses from 7 db to 28 db and with 15% bandwidth 
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( iv) Evaporated layer f !ansducer 
11 

This transducer type, introduced in 1963 , consists 

of a vacuum-evaporated film of cadmium sulphide 

deposited directly onto a metal film on the ultrasonic 

medium. Operation in the frequency range from 100 ~c/s 

to about 2 Go/s is achieved with a transducer loss of 

6 db at 300 Mo/s and 15 dh at 1.6 Gc/s. By coreful 

control of deposition rate, it should be possible to 

aeposi t Cd s f i lma to resonate near 1000 1lrc/s. 

a. Phonon Generation by ~agnetic Films 

Ferromagnetic resonance of thin magnetostrictive 

metal films deposited on an ultrasonic medium may be utilised 

for transducer action. fhe films are subjected to a static 

do magnetic field biassed for resonant mode selection. Such 

films, (which are easy to prepare and do not require acoustic 

bonding to the transmission medium), operate in the Gc/s 
9 range. Jonversion efficiencies are low ( 10- - 10-lO at 

13 
X-band ) but considerable improvement may possibly be 

achieved with the aid of improved techniques. 

a. Ferromagne~ ic and Precess ional !Jod es 

In the aase of magnetic or magnetoelastic 

propagation~ the transducer action is accomplished directly 

via coupling through resonance or precessiona1 modes in tbe 

crystal m~terial. An applied de magnetic field makes the 

dipoles to precess about the equilibrium position i.e. the 



de field value. The magnitude of the field deter~ines the 

character of the precessing mode. Iha rf ele~tromagnetic 

energy can be coupled to this mode when applied at an end, 

perpendicular to the de magnetic field. The theory is 

developed in the next chapter. 

YIG, which is ferrimagnetic, is the most promising 

single crystal grown so far and exhibits low propagation 

loss even at rcom temperature. lt is c&pable of propagating 

both elastic and magnetic waves. 



CH.aPTbR 11 

IH~Gii~IIGnl ANALYSIS 

2.1 SpinWaves 

The concept of spin ~aves was introduced by Bloch in 

1930 on a quantum mechanical basis. In any solid, the 

unpaired electron spins contribute to· the magnetic 

properties of the solid. In a ferro- or ferri- magnetic medium, 

the exchange field between the atoms tends to align all the 

spin dipoles in the same direction. Under the application of 

a de magnetic field H, the magnetic dipoles precess in unison 

or in phase about H. ~n rf magnetic field applied uniformly and 

perpendicular to the de field H, over the whole sample, still 

gives a uniform precessional motion but with a larger 

precession angle. If the frequency of the rf magnetic field 

equals the natural preeession frequency ( wo~~.~), 

ferromagnetic resonance results and is accompanied by a large 

absorption of energy by the spins. 

If; however, the rf field is applied at one end of 

the specimen, it causes some of the spins to precess with a 

larger precess ion angle than their neighbours; the 4.nte:rnal 

exchange field, tending to align the dipoles, forces this 

precessional disturbance through the crystal in the form of 

a wave, called a snin wave. Spin waves are; therefore, waves 

of deflection of electron spins away from the ordered 

10 
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orientations that are characteristic in a magnetised material. 


The ground state corresponds to infinite wave-length 


(uniform precession) while for shorter wave-lengths. an 


exchange interaction results in additional energy. 


In an infinite. lose less medium the dispersion 

relation for the spin waves in the absence of propagation 
14 

effects is given by ; (see appendix 1) 

(~ )z. _ \_Hi+ .o.1t2~ Lm + D.11:2 + 411 Ml .1ti_ +Jr.~ l /k2] 

(2-1) 

Here: i gyromagnetic ratio 

1.76 107 radians /(second) (oersted) 

D a phenomenological exchange constant. 

nearly equal to: 5 io- 9 Ce.cm2 for YIG. 

U saturation magnetisation 

H internal de magnetic field, applied 

alon0 the z direction 

where k is the spin wave number. 

Ihe last term in the relation arises from the 

dipolar interaction between the spins. In deriving the 

equation (2-1) it was implicitly assumed that the dimension 

of the sample is considerably larger than the wave-length 

of the spin wave, i.e., larger at least by a factor of 

10. For larger wave-lengths. the effect of boundaries 

becomes significant. 
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2.~ ~xcitation of dpin Naves 

The fundamental difficulty in coupling an electro

magneti~ fie1d to epin waves is that the WFive-length of the 

former (cm range) is much larger than the latter (micron 

range). Ihe rf dipole moment of a spin wave, •hich could 

give rise to such a coupling. averages out to near zero 

when the sample is many 11tave-lengtY s long. ro overcome th is 
15 

difficulty~ Schlomann proposed the existence of a non

uniform de !Ilagnet ic field inside the sample v:ith a conf igur

ation such that the effective ~ave-length of the spin waves 

hecomes much larger nearer the surface of the sample than it 

is in the interior. As a consequence, the spin wsves have a 

localised rf dipole moment in the region where the effective 

wave-length is large. ~oupling tar~es pl~~e relatively 

efficiently in this region and the spin ~ave travels in the 

direct ion of dec re as ing magnet io field ~ 

with changing wave-length and velocity. 

2.3 Exchange Dominated Mode 

In the exohange dominated mode of operation, the 

last term of ~q. (~-lJ is negligible and the square of the 

effective magnon wave number is given by; 

'2-2) 

The subscript m distinguishes the magnon wave numher from 

the phonon wave number given by kp= ~ • \Jp being the 
\J\'" ~ 
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FIGUR~ (2-1) Shows the variation of 

magnetic field ana the square of 

wave number in a specimen to trans

mit magnetic waves. Z0 's are the 

turr: ing points and ~. 's are tr. e 

cruss over points. 
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velocity of elastic shear 'fu1.ves. H ( z) is the internal 

magnetic field and it is a function of the distance along 

the z direction, owing to the non-uniformity of de magnetic 

field in the finite sample. We shall assume that the sample 

is a single crystal with the applied field along an easy 

or hard direction: so that the effect of crystaline 

anisptropy- will, in the linear approximation, be to modify 

the appliea field by an aaditive anisotropy field. 

In effect: 

/ 

H(z) == Hext. + HA+ Ha(z) ( 2-3} 

External field ;- Anisotropy field 

+Demagnetising field 

The demagnetising field is determined by the geometry 

or shape of the sample and the magnetisation vector in the 

sample. Such a variation for a saturated cylindrical sample
16 

is as shown in figure (f-1). The point at which kffi(z) 

becomes zero is denoted as the 'turning point' z0 • The wave

length is a maximum at this point and the internal field has 

the proper value to bias a magnetic mode to resonance. 

The spin wave which originates in the vicinity of 

the turning point, propagates through the sample in the 

dirAction of decreasing magnetic field. and is partially 

converted into elastic waves near the cross-over point z1 

wheri k~ = k!. Conversion depends upon the field gradient H'. 

i 
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It is greater when the spin wave travels for 	a longer time 

over 	 the cross-over region i.e. when the field gradient is 

small. The field gradient depends on the elastic and 

magnetic properties of the material. 

2.4 	 Uagnetostatic Lloda 

lear the vicinity of the turning point, the wave

length may acquire a large enough value, depending on the 

field gradient, which is comparable with the sample 

dimensions. Under such circumstances, the plane wave 

dispersion relation ceases to be useful - although still 

valid for Fourier components. To deal with such a case, it 

is necessary to solve the magnetostatic field equations: 

Jurl 	h =- O ( 2-4) 

d i V 	 ( h + 4 TI m} -=80 (G-5} 

Where h and m are the rf field and magnetisation: and m is 

derived from a linearised equation of motion, subject to the~ 

boundary conditions of magnetostatias; viz., 

(i) 	 That the tangential component of the rf magnetic 


field is continuous. 


(ii) That the normal component of the induction, 

b 	= h + 411 m is continuous. 
17 

These considerations led Fletcher and Kittel to 
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determine the dispersion relation of the magnetostatic 

w9vas in a cylinder, magnetised longituainally. They 

arrived at the relation: 

( 2-6) 

Where; a is the radius of the rod, 

11 is the saturation magnetisation, 

k is the wave-number of the magneto-

static wave. 

This re lat ion assumes that the sample is large 

enough to ignore exchange, and small enough to neglect 
18 

prop86ation. Ihe three distinct regions of wave 

propagation in a magnetised sample are classified as 

follows: 

a. Uagnetoatatic 	Region 

10 < i: < io5 cm-1 

It is governed by the boundary conditions. 

b. 	 Exchan~e Dominated or Spin W8 ve Re~icn 

1k "? 10 5 crn-

It is determined by 	 the exchange forces. 

c. 	 Electromagnetic Propagation 

1k < 3 om-

It is governed by the dielectric property 

of the material. 



CHAPTER III 


TH& COUPLING 1.IBCHAN ISM 


3.1 Choice of the Coupling Mechanism 

In this thesis. the main considerations for the 

choiae of the coupling mechanism were: 

(i) Rigidity of structure. 

(ii) 	 Efficient aoupling. 

(iiiJ 	 Capability of being oriented precisely in the field 

of an electromagnet when set up in a suitable mount. 

(iv) 	 A structure in which the fragile crystal of YIG 

can be placed with little risk of damaging it. 

(v) Flexibility of the coupling parameters. 

(vi) 	 Cheapness in coat. ease of fabrication, and testing. 

These considerations led to the design of a strip

1ine. Coupling and support mechanism are described in the 

following section. 

3.2 Design of the Strip-line 

The planar or 11 .Flat Str iP" transmission system has 

fundamentally evolved from the coaxial transmission system. 

as can be seen from the figure (3-1). 

The dominant mode in a balanced strip-line is a TEM 

lflode so that the field distribution can be determined 

rigorously by conformal mapping. 

16 
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COAXIAL LINE SQUARE LINE 


Z0 • 138 log ...Q... 
10 w 

RECTANGULAR LINE 

f--w ·I 


Z0• 138 log10 ~ x 

[1.078-0.078 ( ~ ) 
2

] 

FLAT STRIP LINE 

Z0 - (UNKNOWN) z • 3077" K ( k} 
o .K1(k) 

EVOLUTION OF FLAT STRIP TRANSMISSION LINE 

FIGURE ( 3-1) 
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The 	charaateristic impedence for a zero thickness, 

perfectly conducting inner strip air filled line, is given 
20 

by the following exact formula 

Zo = 30 Tl k: (Jc) 	 ( 3-1)k { k I ) 

Where: k(k) and k(k') 	are complete elliptical integrals 

of the first kind, and: 

1T wk = sech ~ 	 ( 3-2)
GO 

j( I = tanh "W 	 ( 3-3 Jt;;b 

Bl 
A family of curves, computed by ~ohn are shown in figures 

(3-2) and (3-3) with dimensions W and b as shown. ihe values 

shown are exact for ! = 0 and are accurate to ~ithin about
b 

l~ for other values of t The attenuation arising from ·t;· 

copper ana dielectric losses is a fraction of a db at 1 Ge. 

This loss is negligible when compared to the coupling loss1 

and hence, its consideration may he ignored in the design. 

For this investigation, a strip-line was designed 

with the following characteristics: 

a. 	 ~ characteristic impedance close to 50 ohms. 

b. 	 A plate spacing (total thickness of the line) 


of magnitude roughly equal to the length of the 


crystal, i.e. 0.4 inches. 
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c. 	 Provision of a good short at t!ie end of the line to 

provide a large rf magnetic f iela for efficient 

coupling. 

3.3 Gonstruction of the Strip-line 

The designed description of the strip-line is sho~n 

in figure~ l3-f;J and (3-3): the components are shown in 

figure (~-4). The dielectric material used is a polystyrene 

sheet of thic~ness 1/8 inch, with a dielectric constant of 

2. 54. 

For a line impedance z0 ~ 50 ohms, the dimensions 

W and t for the given h = 0.25 inch are determined from 

the design curves given in figure (3-2) as fo~lo•s: 

~E.~ 	 -Zo = 50 Jt-1 = j2 • 54 X _ 60 

= 80 ohms 

Taking W = • 04 inah 

~ = 	0 .16 

and 	 the curves give 

t1i -= 	 0.4 for Zo = 80 

t ~ O.l inch or 100 thou. 

Ihe width and thickness of the oenter conductor can 

be varied, keeping the characteristic impedance at 50 ohms. 
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Components of the StriP-ltne. 

FIGURE ( 3-4 ) 
f\J 
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A limitation is imposed by the difficultJ of pressing copper 

uniformly to the thickness of a few thou and then cutting 

a uniform strip from it a :tew thou wide. The parameters 

chosen for the line u~ed in experimental work are shown in 

figures (3-2), (3-3) and (3-4). 

A UG 290/U type connector was installed on one end 

of the strip-line while the other ena was shorted by bending 

one of the outer conductors. Ihe inner strip was shorted to 

the outer conductors at the end of the line by drilling a 

small hole in the bent outer conductor, and soldering the 

inner strip on it. 

For the mounting of the crystal. a hole with a 

diameter a f·ev. thou larger than 1/8 inch (11:hicb is the 

d iamete1· of the crystal J was drilled through the outer 

conductor and insulator on one aide of the line, about 

50 thou from the shorted end. T~u such identical lines with 

a polyethylene sheet 25 thou thick bet•een them held the 

crystal firmly. The center conductor was installed in a slot 

drilled in the center of one of the polystyrene sheets as 

shown in figure (3-3). 

3.4 Testing of the Line 

A block diagram is shown in figure (3-5J. 

To determine the characteristic impedance. the line was 

terminated in a 50 ohm load ~ith the short removed. 
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1. Modulating rower Supply 

~. Cnit Cscillator 

3. Low Pass .Filte1· 

4. Slot tea line 

5. Strip-line rerminated in a 50 0hm Load 

6. Standing Wave Indicator 

FIGUR~ (3-5) Block Diagram for Testing the Strip-line 
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The voltage standing wave ratio was found to be less than 

l.l at 950 Mc/s. 

3.-5 Coupling of &lec~romagnetic Energy to the Crystal 

The shorted end gives a current maxima i.e. rf 

magnetic field is maximum near the hole and parallel across 

the face of the crystal. The length of the line was made 

roughly equal to 10 cm. (in polystyrene. cv:2.54 and 

\._ -:::::. 10 cm in the 890 - 990 Ma/a frequency range) to 

obtain a maximum absorption of energy. A single stub was 

connected to'the input line to match the energy into the 

line. The distance between the center ct the matching stub 

and center conductor of the line was 10 cm. 

Energy is coupled out in a similar way, by the 

shorted center conductor of the second line facing the other 

end of the crystal. ~utput energy, generated at tpe shorted 

end sees the characteristic impedance cf the line as it 

propagates through it: consequently, it requires no 

mAtching stub at the output end. 



CH.APT~H IV 

D~SCHIPTION OF .APP.ARA:iUS .Atm MEASU~NT 

The main aim was to observe and measure the 

propagation characteristics of the magnetostatic waves 

through the YIG crystal. This involved a study of the time 

delay and dispersion characteristics and the associated 

losses as a function of the do magnetic field. 

4.1 Apparatus Description 

The apparatus was constructed of General uadio 

Company's coaxial line equipment. A schematic block diagram 

of the complete circuit is shown in figure (4-1) with the 

description as follo~a: 

a. 	 Unit Fulser 

Type No.: 1217-A, General Hadio Company. 

Time Scale (Duration) 0.2 µsec to 60 ""'sec/cm. 

Pulse Repetition frequency 30 c/s to 100 k c/s. 

Output 25 volts positive or negative 

Power Supply Attached lf:.03- B GRC. 

A~out 0.5 sec positive pulse of repetition rate 

1 or 2 k c/s was fed to the modulating power supply 

1264-A as an external modulating signal. 

26 
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FIJURE (4-1) Bloc~ Diagram of the Jomplete Assembly 
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b. Modulating Power Supply 

Type No. 1264-A GRC. 

Modulation Used &xternal 

Output 160 - 210 volts, negative. 

Rise and Decay Time ( 10% - 90% }. 

It is less thsn 1.5 ~ec when driving a load 

capacitance of 300 pf in shunt ~ith a resistance of 

15 kiloohms. A modulqting input pulse of about 200 volts 

and negative polarity was fed to the U.H.F. unit oscillator. 

c. 	 Unit Oscillator 

Type No. 1218-.A GRC. 

Frequency 900 - 2,000 Mc/s. 

Tuned ~ ircui t Adjustable lines 

0alibration ~couracy 1% 
Output About 150 mw in a bO oh.ms load. 

Ihe output pulse of 99U Mc/s or less from the 

oscillator is passed through a low-pass filter of 100 Mc. 

Type 874-F 1000 GRC, Tsohebyscheff type. The filtered 

output goes into a detector. 

d. Detector ana 	 Variable .attenuator•; 

(1) 	 Iype 874-V~ Voltmeter Detector 

It introduces no appreciable discontinuity when 

inserted in a 50 ohm coaxiaJ line. 

B'requency Range as hlatc~ed Detector: 

0.5 Mc to 2 Ga. 
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.hesonant b1 requency About b.4 Ge. 

Maximum Voltage : : 2 volts 

VSWR 1.1 at 1 Ge. 

Qryst al lli23 B 

Bypass ~apaoitance About 300 pf. 

The detected output serves as the triggering pulse 

to the Oscilloscope for synchronisation, after it is 

passed through a T-section terminated in a 50 ohm load. 

A variable attenuator is connected as the load to the 

detector. 

( i i ) Type 8 7 4 - GAL ·1ariab1e .attenuator 

This is a ~aveguide-below-cutof f type attenuator. 

Absolute attenuation is the sum of insertion loss and 

scale reading. It consists of a short co~xial 

section, one ena for source and the other for loac, 

and introduces minimum discontinuity when inserted 

in a 60 ohm line. 


Jalibrated Range = 120 db (helative Attenuation) 


lnt3ert ion loss =33 -t 2 db at 1 Ge with 

50 ohm termination and 

scale set at 0 db. 

18 ± 2 ah "'-ith scale at -9 ab. 

Accuracy ~ 1.3% at 50 db. 

The attenuator was terminated in a 50 ohm load 

and the output was connected to the input strip-line through 

a 874-D3Cl matching stub. 



e. Mounting for the Strip-lines 

The mounting is sho~n in figure (4-2). It was 

designed and fabrioated in the ~ngineering W0 rkshop. 

The two strip-lines oan be mounted by hand so that their 

ends (with 1/8 inch hole} approximately faoe eaoh other. 

Strip-line #1 can then be moved precisely in the three 

perpendicular directions by the screws ff3,4,and 5. A glass 

crystal (0.4 inch long: 0.13 inoh diameter) out nearly to the 

size of the YIG crystal was placed in the hole of the fixed 

line f2. Line Jl was then moved by the precision screws 

so that the exposed half of the orystal was covered by the 

hole in it. It was then moved away in the axial direction 

by about 1 cm by screw t3. The glass crystal was then 

replaced by the YIG crystal around which was a very thin 

plastic (about 2 thou thick) to protect its sides from 

the metal surf ace. ~ polyethylene sheet 25 thou thick was 

placed between the lines. Line tl was then moved axially 

to cover the crystal. The whole operation was carried out 

•ith utmost care as the YIG crystal is hrittle and its 

faces are parallel and polished to an optical quality. 

Even a slight pressure on it can be detrimental to its 

quelity. The mount was then screwed up to an electromagnet 

as shown in figure (4-3), so that the de field applied is 

parallel to the axis of the crystal, i.e. (100) direction. 

!he mount is moveable about a vertical axia and the strip
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The 	coupling mechanism (strip-lines) clamped to the electromagnet with the 
f\) 

mounted probe. · 
FIGUfu; (4 .. 3) 



lines along with 	the crystal can he swung by the horse-shoe 
0 

by about ±10 . This operation aligns the crystal axis 

with the do magnetic field. 

Po\\!er for the electromagnet "·as supplied by a 

regulated de power supply - Harrison 6G89-.8. ~ maximum 

field of 1200 Oersteas could be obtained at 1.6 amperes 

with a gap of 1.2 inches. 

The output po~er from strip-line f2 was fed to 

the signal end of +he mixer described below. 

f. 	 Mixer 


Type No. 874-MRL 


Operating Frequency Range 40 llc to 5 Ge. 


~ryatal 1N21 B 


Crystal Current .5 ma (maximum) , 


0.2 ma (~inimum). 


Maximum Input from local Oscillator 2 volts 


Cutoff Frequency of Output Filter 40 Mc. 


Output ImPedence : 400 ohms 

A 260 ohm series resistor isolates the signal 

circuit from the local oscillator. 

g. Local Lac illator-
Type No. 1209-B 


Frequency Range 250 to 960 Mc. 


Calibration boouracy l~ 


Output intc 60 Chms Load 150 mw. 
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The output is fed to the l.G. end of the mixer. 

It is adjusted so that the crystal current is between 

0.2 ma and 5 ma, with an intermediate frequency of 30 Mc 

fed to an amplifier. 

h. I.F. ~mplifier 

Type Stagger tuned. 

Jenter frequency 30 .Ma. 

Bandwidth 20 Mc. 

.G_ain About 55 db. 

Noise 1Hgure Around 1.2 db. 

Anode Power Supply TeJ.aa 

Filaments were heated by a 6.3v de from ~arrison 

6289-.A de po\\rer supply to keep the noise to a minimum. 
; 

The output of the amplifier is fed to a built-in 

demodulator section which detects the initial half-micro 

second pulse from the 30 Mc I. F. ~1 cathode follower 

section feeds the oacillosoope via a 3-foot coaxial cable. 

1. 	 Cscilloscope 

Type No. Tekt roni:x 585 

Time 13aae Adjustable from .05 ;u--sec 

to 2 seconds/cm. 

Vertical Saale Adjustable from .01 volts 

to 20 volts/cm. 

Plug-in-type LSed Type 86 
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f ~ .. ... h 

This incorporates a calibrated high gain 

{O.l - 20 v /om AC/nc coupled ) • 

fast rise time ( 1.5 nano sec} ac preamplifier. The accuracy. 

aesired (variation of delay from 0 to a few !"'-secs. of a 

0.5 .)W3eo. input pulse) is covered by the scope's accuracy. 

Figure (4-4) depicts the complete assembly. 

4.2 Measuring Technique 

The calibration accuracy of the oscillator 1218-A 

was checked, using a slotted line and a Standing Wave 

Ind,icator • .Accuracy indicated by the curve in figure (4-5) 

confirms that the calibration accuracy. is within 1%. 

The measurement of the de magnetic field was carried out usin~ 

an incremental Gaussmeter, Bell n~401'. 

This Gaussmeter is a precision magnetic flux 

measuring 	instrument and has two main advantages: 

It can measure .AO or nc fields from 100 1D.ti1 ligauss 

to 30 0 000 gauss ~ith high accuracy ( 1% ). 

( 11) It can measure small changes or increments in 

magnetic flux aensity. h controlled feedback 

arrangement in the model makes it capable of 

magnifying a small change in field strength by 

a 	 factor of 100. 

In the 1 kilogauss range, an incremental field of 

O.l gauss could be measured on the meter. This was very 

helpful in studying the variation of time-delay with 



The Complete Assembly of the ~quipment. 

FIGURE (4-4) 
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increments in magnetic field near the critical field region. 

The probe was mounted as shown in figure (4-3). 

It was adjusted to give maximum deflection in the meter. 

Near the critical field, feedback mechanism was operated 

so that a change of field up to 0.1 gauss could be measured. 

The probe was held in a fixed position throughout the 

measurements. 

4.3 Iime Delay Measurements 

The input pulse was passed through a detector 

( Type : 874-VQ ). The detected output was fed to ~ 

T-aection and part of it was utilised to trigger the time

base of the scope and the rest was available to be 

dispJayed on the scope. The starting point of the input 

pulse was cbosen at a well defined point, and was held at 

that point throughout the study of output wave forms. 

Magnetoetatic waves were observed and ~ere studied between 

the frequencies 890 to 990 Ma with a 10 Mc interval. 

The quality and delay of the output pulse were 

optimised by aligning the crystal axis ~irection with the 

de field, using the precision arrangements on the 

mounting as described earlier. The single stub before 

strip-line tl was adjusted fer ma~imum output. 

~n Oscillo-tracer ~as used to plot the waveforms 

as-~ shown in figure (4-6). 
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Plotting of the Waveforms Using the Oscillotracer. 

FIGURE (4: -6) 
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4.4 Attenuation M~asurement 

The insertion loss from the input ena of strip

line ll to the output end of strip-line #2 was measured by 

substitution method. The output pulse was observed with 

the variable attenuator set at the position of minimum 

attenuation. Ihe coupling mechanism (comprising of the two 

strip-lines with the crystal in) was then removed from tbe 

circuit and the variable attenuator adjusted to yield the 

same output. The differanoe between the two attenuator 

readings gave the insertion loss. 



CHAPTER V 


RESULTS MW DISJUSSION 


5.1 Results 

Magnetostatic wavea were observed when the 

externally applied de magnetic field was in the region 

460 - 615 Cersteds tor the range of frequencies covered in 

this work i.e. 890 - 990 Mo. All measurements were carried 

out at room temperature. 

A leakage pulse was observed at the beginning of 

the oscilloscope trace at all fields. Near the critical 

field, the transmitted pulse became observable, departing 

slowly from the leakage pulse at first and then sharply 

as the external field is increased by a few Oereteds. 

The increased delay is accompanied by an increased pulse 

width and attenuat,on, the delayed pulse disappearing 

completely before 2 microseconds delay. ~ typical 

observation is shown in figure (5-1). 

The characteristics of these magnetostatic waves 

are analysed by plotting the curves of different parameters 

as shown in figures (5-2), (5-3), (5-4), (5-5), and (6-6). 

5.2 	 Discussion of Results 

Becalling the dispersion relation (2-~). we have: 
I 

2 
<--.J -~ T Hi -1- 2 ff f Ma ',!·. 2 .4. 06 \) 

'....._ &:a / 
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FIGURE ( 5.-1) Magnetostatic Waves Through the YIG Crystal 

At 950 MHz 
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( ~ - --a H1)3/2 

2.405 
a 

,The group velocity is given by: 

Vg ,_-~ 
~:)K 

2 
4 " --r-0 ~.•, o~. 405) i 

.t;.s ~ a f3 

1. 06 
or: \vg \ ( LN - -lH1)3/2 ( 5-1)= ~ 

Hi is the internal field in the specimen given by: 

(5-2) 

Where: 

Haxt. = Externally applied de magnetic field 

Ha Anisotropy field in the specimen 

Hd Demagnetising field at the given Hext. 

~quation (5-1) implies that an increase in Hi is 

accompanied by a decrease of the group velocity and 

therefore ~n increase in the delay. 

The generation of one or the other kind of magnetic 

waves depends on the frequency of operation, magnetic 

field developed inside the specimen, the variation of the 

field inside the specimen and the coupling efficiency. 

For magnetostatic waves, the coupling efficiency is high 
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because of their greater \\ave-length and small wave number 

k ( ~ ~.baJ. Therefore the delay is variable from nearly 

zero to a few microseconds by increasing the applied 

magnetic field by a few Cersteda. This was experimentally 

observed. confirming that the observed ~aves were 

magnetoatatic. The wave number k for these waves is given 

by the equation {2-bJ. viz.: 

t.AJ - -t- Hi) 	 (_ a ) 2 
"-2.405. 

and velocity is given by (5-1}. 

vg= i.oo W - °t Hi)~/2 
106 

Where: 

Hi = Hext. + Ha + Hd 

For a constant delay, ~ varies linearly with Hext. 

if we assume that lid remains substantially constant ov·ar 

the frequency and d0 magnetio field ranges covered. Ihis 

is shown by curves in figure (5-J). Iha linearity of these 

curves implies that curves between incremental external 

field and incremental delays for the different frequencies 

used should be the same, within the experimental error. 

This ie aonfirmea hy the curves in figures (5-4) and (5-5). 

Curve in figure (5-5) is a typical (tor 950 acJ and average 

curve for the frequercy range covered in this work. 
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It was explainea in ~hapter 2 that magnetic waves 

are generated in the neighbourhood of the turning point 

where the internal field satisfies the resonance condition 

Fi == -vv;--1; • At a given frequency. bot'h magnetostatic 

~nd exchange dominated spin wave modes exist only below 

the resonance field Hi :=.. v.J/~\ • ~or the magnetostatic 

case it may be seen from the solution of the potential 

function "'Y given by: (see appendix 11) 

"Yin = Ain Jn L_ikr I {1-+ IC J1121>< 

with symbols as explained in the ap;,,end ix. 

==- - Jc 2 (z) '"1' 

(5-5}er: 

,~ 

Where k~(z) is given by (5-3).~he potentt•l function is 

related to the rf magnetic field (and therefore rf 

magnetisation) by: 

h =- - grad '+' 

~onsiaering the z direction which is the direction 

of propagation, we see that the rate of change of the 

• For k2 < o. rate of change
0 z_ 

of slope has the same sign as ~(or rf magnetisation). 

Consequently it never goes through zero as z is increased 
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and the wave function decays exponentially. '"'\'approaches zero 

monotonically as z goes to ~nfinity. On the other hand, if k2
::>- o, 

the solution of the wave function is oscillatory. Thus if ~> o, 

the slope always decreases as z increases, eventually going 

through zero; when ""t" <. o, the rate of change of slope is positive 

so that ~ goes throuih zero again and becomes positive and 

another cycle starts. This shows that magnetostatic waves propagate 

k2when ~ 0 and since from equation (5-3) 

2 
= < w-- 'lli\. > Ca I 2.405 > 

this implies that for propagating waves (w/0 -H) should be 

positive i.e. magnetostativ waves travel in the region where the 

internal magnetic field is below the value w/t • The roots of the 

equation w=fHt (z) determine the turning points. 

~hese arguments lead one to expect a non-uniform internal 

magnetic field ~~th the region of propagation below the value 

w/\it • The device used in the experimental work was a two port type; 

therefore, the magnetostatic waves had to progress from one end to 

the other in order to be detected. Thus we should have an internal 

field which is in the neighbourhood of w/{ near the ends of 

. the rod and decreasing towards the center. That is, the shape of 

the curve relating K·" and z should be concave. 
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5.3 Proposition of a Non-uniform Internal Magnetic Field 

for the Unsaturated Oaae 

The magnetic field at which the magnetostatio waves 

v,·ere observed was in the neighbourhood of 500 Oerateds. 

This is much below the saturation value of 1750 tersteda at 

room temperaturei.:and consequently we cannot assume that the 

magnetisation M is uniformly distributed in the sample and 

pointing in the direction of the external field. 

~trauss .: - has made use of 3omme rf ield 's , ._,re lat ion 

for the demagnetising field along the a.xis of a uniformly 

axially magnetised cylinder, viz: 

Where: 


21 = Rod length 


z : Distance from the center of the rod 

a = Radius of the rod 

M8 = Saturation magnetisation 

The external field was greater than 2 1\ g 8 so that {5-5) 

is a good approximation for the demagnetising field. This 

relationship has bean arrived at from the differential 

equation for the potential function "t' -·-; i.e. 

(5-7) 
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Mn is the normal component of magnetisation at the surface, 

d '"t: and de- are elemental volume and surf ace respectively. 

When we consider the magnetisation to be uniform; 

div M = 0 

and :.in -= 1! 8 , t~ e saturation magnet isst ion. 

~nder this condition, relation (5-5) gives the demagnetising 

field. The plot for such an internal field is depicted by 

the curve in figure (5-6), use being mAde of the IRI 7040 

Computer. The programme is attached at the end. The convex 

shape of this curve does not explain the experimental 

observations, for which we require a suitable concave shape 

as discussed in the previous section. It is therefore 

proposed that the magnetisation along the z direction of 

the specimen is non-uniform and is described by the 

following equation 

(£-8) 

This implies that t~e m&gnetisaticn has t~c components, one 

varying parabolically alon5 the z cirection of the sample 

and the other of constant value lln. i.'he maxi.num value of 

M is the saturation magnetisation value of 1750 Gerstede. 

The distribution is symmetrical abcut the ceuter of the 

rod o~ing tc the uniformity of the externally applied 

magnetic f iela ann the structure of the specimen. 
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The demagnetising field is calculated from equation 

(5-8) in two parts, the resultant field being obtained as a 

superposition of the two. The constant term Mn gives a 

demagnetising field Ha 1 as described in equation (5-6), viz, 

Hdl = a1T .Mn f_ ~ 1-~ a2~ 1/2l (1-z)~+ 

1 + z 2l+ 
) j 2 82. l 1/2 - ( 5- 9 )
1' 1 + z} + J 

The YIG specimen usea in the experimental investigations 

had the following constants: 

sl = Rod length = 0.402 inch 

2a =- Diameter of the roa = 0 .125 inch 


This is shown in curve (5-6). The demagnetising fi~ld 


01'1ing the first term of (5-8) is as follows.: 


"If - u zd 1v ;.;l - - h11 12 
.' 

with ~ ., ~ , "t' for the coo rd inates of the point of 


integration, and z,p,~ for the coordinates of the 


referance point, equation ( 5 - 6 ) y i e ld s : 


dcr- · t 5-10) 
....· 

Where: 
2 2 2 ~ ' r = \ z.. Gt ) + p + f - 2 X .P· ~ COS ( 4 - "t ) 

and : d er -::: ~ d r d '"t 

On the bar aAis p =- 0 ana we obtain from ( 5-9) by carrying 

out the integrations v: i th reepeo t to f and '"'Y (see append ix 111) 
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(5-11) 

-1 

art oz 
1 

<~2 ~ f. d£. 

-1 

( 5-12) 

-1 



The modulus symhol \\ implies that the sign of this 

square root is to be positive. Let us consider the 

secona term of the equation (5-12). i.e. 

1 

~ \lz- ~ )2+ a2 \ 1/2 df.. 

-1 

z 

) L' z- f. i 2 + a2 j 1/2 a ~ 
-1 

l 

.Ml ( ~ t. -zl2+a2} 1/2 df.. 
21S:J 	 j 


z 


as derived in appendix 111. 
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Substituting in equation (5-12), ~e get: 

( 5-13 j 

This field is plotted by carrying out the 

calculations using IR.I 7040 computer, as shown by the curve 

itl 
, 

figure (5-7). This has the desired concave shape. the 

resultant curve for the proposed demagnetising field, 

equation (5-7),~~is obtained by superimposing the fields 

obtained froia aquations t5-9) and (5-13). The components 

M1 and Mn are chosen so that the internal magnetic field 

near the ends is in the neighbourhood of w/rn and that 

the maximum value of M1 and Mn is 1750 Oersteds. 

The internal field Hi is given by equation (5-2) ~ 

Where 
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Considering a typical frequency, say 970 Mc/s, 

the delayed pulse begins to appear at Hext.= 485.Cersteas 

and 

w -::. 346 Oersteds 
6 

2.k
H :::..____! for (100) direction 

a M
8 

Where k1 is the anisotropy constant, equal to - 6 ~ 103erg/cm3 
19 

for YIG at room tempe :ature and 1i.s is the saturation magnetis

ation ( -::: 140 Oersted s at room temperature). 

~ - 86 GerstedsH8 

Hi 485 - ib + Ha 

Hd ~ - S '3 Gersted a 

For a resultant internal magnetic field to be in the 

neighbourhood of the above value at the ends, 

Mn = 530 Oersted s 

M1 == 1220 Cerst eds 

These are obtained by making use of equations (5-9) and 

(5-13) and their computed curves. Having determined 

Mn and M1, the resultant demagnetising field is plotted 

by the equation: 
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Ha =Ha 1+Ha 2 = r30 	 f . 1 - z , ,+ 1 + z , _ 2] 
l Ul·~z )2-:t-a2}1/ ~ ~ 1-\-z J2+aG};;/2 

1220/21 (~ z-1) 2+a2}112+~ z+l J 2+a2}1/~z2 -12 /1J 
1220XO. 5/21 \_2a2 log a -( z+l l J ( z+l) 2+a2 

- ( 1-z) Jl1-z) 2+a2 -a2 log i' z+lh JI z+l) 2+a2} ,._ 

~(1-zJ-tj{l-zJ2+a2"j J (5-14) 

Ihis result is plotted in figure (5-8) making use 

of the I3M 7040 computer, and hence the internal magnetic 

field Hi is plotted making use of the relation (b-2). As 

a iscus aed ear lier, Hext. and w /10\ are nearly linearly 

rel~ted and so the same curve for demagnetising field 

holds for all the frequencies covered in our work. 

The time delay L is obtained by integrating the 

velocity betVveen the turning points w/i i.e. 

CL""Z. 

= ~ ~(Z..) 

Vg(z) is given by 	the equation (5-1) 

Vg(z} =1..06 \ vv-o(H -t- H +H 1, 3/2
]ob L ext. a d(z)J 

\_ 
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lt is extremely difficult to integrate this 

analytically ~n closed form. !he del&.1' time was computed by 

carrying out a numerical integration ( see computer prog. on p.?5), 
\ 

•akin& •ae of the 4111 ~ coaputer. 'l'he computed delay dependa 

upoa ·the interval dz chosen for a set of values tor M" and H, • 

1fhi·a ia tun gives -~ quantitative estimate ot the region. (in the 

viciait1 of the tiirnilig po1at) in whioh the wave packet aay be 

aesUJle9,·to orig.t.aate ud thea p:ropogate to the other end. 
. -G ,\ 6 -\ 

For an interval dz • 10 ca. ( 1.e. k • 21T h.. =Z 11-.10 ca• 
. ·. •b 

for .7' • l.O eta. - wldcll encompasses the l.1m1t tor aagnetoetat1e 

waves.") the oompu.ter calculation yield.a a delay o~ l.? ,.wseca., 

at K.., • 470 8c 11 1 S11 1180 · with a slope dB/dz ~- 700 Oe/a. at the 

turailll point ( appendix lV ) • This del81' decreaaes to 1.4 ~secs 

for H), = .500 and Ml• 1150 Oe. 1then the slope 411/dz increases to 

825 oe./cm. fhia results owing to a change of a~ut 3 Oersteds 

in the eltternal de magnetic: ti~ld. The constant component of 

magnetisation - Mn growe w1 th in.crease in external rield • making 

the elope of the curve tor the internal magnetic field more 

gradual. and is accompbied )1 an increase in the delay. 
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CHAPTER VI 


CONCLUSIONS 


The low magnetic loss of single crystal Yttrium 

Iron Garnet allows wave propagation tc take place at 

microwave frequencies within the crystal by means of 

magnetic waves, at room temperatures • .a convenient· .method 

to excite such waves exists in the non1 uniformity of 

the demagnetising field of a non-ellipsoidal sample. 

~xperiments have been performed on a cylindrical 

YIG crystal sample 0.40~ inch long, and 0.125 inch 

diameter. A strip line, two port-transmission type 

coupling assembly was designed and fabricated to excite 

magnetostatic ~aves in the sample. ~ suitable mount was 

also designed to hold the coupling assembly so that the 

YIG crystal could be oriented precisely in an external 

ms.igne t 1c f i e ld • 

Magnetostatio wAves of frequency of 950 MHz 

were observed to ~ropagate when the external magnetic 

field was in the neighbourhood of 500 Cersteds. Ihe 

YIG sample was magnetised axially along the (100) 

direction and at room temperature. Ihe time delay for 

these waves to propagate through the crystal varied from 

nearly zero to less than two miaroseoonds for a field 



variation of 4 Cersteds. 

As discussed in chapter 5, section 5.2 these 

waves require a concave shape for the internal magnetic 

field in order to propagate in the transmission typo 

aevioe used. Also the value of the applied de magnetic 

field at which the magnetostatic waves were observed, 

(i.e. 500 Gersteds) is much belo~ the saturation value 

of 1750 Oersteds for YIG at room temperature. 

A non-uniform distribution of magnetisation is 

therefore proposed for the unsaturated sample to explain 

the excitation, propagation and delay of the magnetostatic 

waves at the observed frequencies and the applied de 

magnetic fields. lt is assumed that the magnetisation 

has two components in the direction of the applied field, 

one which is uniform alot15 the length of the sample and 

the other varying parabolioally. This extends the 

hitherto simplified relation used by Strauss etc. 

~hich relates the potential function with magnetisation, 

viz. , 

"\' =--~di~ l4 h - ~~ dcr 

PS described in chapter E, section 5.3. 

For uniform magnetisation, div M = 0 and only Lln contributes 

to the potential. However, in the proposed magnetisation, 

both the terms contribute to the potential function. 
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In qualitative terms this variation is feasible if we 

assume that the rf magnetic field at the ends maKes the 

dist ri but ion of domains more in a rand·om fashion 

compared with those at the center of the specimen so 

that the net magnetisation teuds to be higher in the 

center. This model gives a field distribution with a 

value of w/i at ends and concave shape within the 

sample to enable wave propagation to take place. 

It also infers th&t the internal ~agnetic field and 

therefore the wave propagation would be a function of 

the applied rf field 8nd this aspect is worthy of 

further experimental work. 

The time dela;1 for waves in this proposed field 

was computed by carrying out numerical integration 

using an IBM 7040 Computer, and agrees with the 

experimental results. This computation has shown that 

most of the delay is confined to the enc :cagions ~here 

~/'( -=- H is very nearly equal to the internal magnetic 

field: about 98% of delay oacurs over 2% of the rod 

length. This indicates that the delay characteristics 

of the magnetostatio waves will be practically 

independent of the rod length, assuming a similar internal 

field distribution. 

~s discussed in chapter 2 the time delay of prop

agating waves depends on the value of their wave vector k 
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which lies within the range: 

k < 10 for electromagnetic wave propagation. 
5 

10 ~ k < 10 for magnetostatic waves. 

k > lOj for exchange dominated spin waves. 

To obtain long time delays with magnetostatic waves, it is 

advantageous to provide a more gradual slope for the demagnetising 

field. As most of the delay is confined near the ends of the crystal, 

modification of the crystal structure near the end surfaces may 

provide a means to achieve this. Alternatively, for long time delays, 

spin wave propagation should be utilized or the propagation 

characteristics of lower frequencies be investigated. However, for 

spin wave propaeation, the coupling mechanism has to be very 

efficient as electromagnetic energy ~~th wavelength in the cm. range 

has to be converted to spin wavelengths which are in the micron 

range. Moreover, crystal imperfections and dislocations have to be 

much smaller compared to the spin wavelengths involved to keep the 

scattering to a minimum. In our experimental set up, only 

magnetostatic waves were <Observed. To observe spin waves, a more 

efficient coupling system with a possible provision for the 

rotation of the crystal with respect to the coupling loops is 

desirable. 



APPENDIX I 

'lb• macroacopic equation of motion for spinning electrons is 

_g[_ • T ( ilM ' where 
dt "" 

M • magnetisation vector a.t a point ( magnetic man.ant per unit Yolume ) 

and is equal to 

l\t~ vector sum of all the magnetic fields seen by the spinning 

electrons and is equal to 

m. 1 h 1e.)arise because of the rf magnetic field ( applied 

perpendicular:. to the sample ) 

h • h exp. i ( wt + k. r ) 

e • i exp. i ( wt + k.r ) 

z 
The exchange energy density is-, taken a.a · 

~... 

1/2 B \ ~M (r) \ 

Anisotropy energy tor the time being is ignored. 'l'he internal de 
f 

magnetic r~ e:id 1a along the s - direc~ion" assumed to be uni!orm • 

Neglecting any loss term , the equation of motion has the form 

1 ,.. l!ll • M A ( h - B k.k m ) - H'- "m0 

y 



From the Maxwell 1s equatione 


curl E • -1/c oS/ cit. 


cur1 li • :i + ~ 
 / 

ot we have 

curl [ e exp. i ( wt + k.r )j .. - ; ( h + 4 1T m ) i exp. i ( wt +k.r ) 

'4\J /\( A ¢ ) • ; (~ /\A ) + (V ¢ ) 1' A 

there£ore, L. H • s. - exp i (wt + k.r. ) l -v A e 1 + '\] { a.p. i lwt + k. r)~ 1\8 

• o + lexp· i cwt + k.r >1 k ,,..e -• k I\ 
~ e 

similariq 
-i> 

k " h .. ~ E. • 
c 

elimi.natin& e wei have 
2 

-w S(h+4nm) { A-1)
Q"~ 

The equations of motion have solutions 

\: !! + He + M0 B ( k.k)J mt • M'O h-
+ ( A-2)

L r ~ 
"YV'\ z. 

'l'he characteristic equation is now tound by eliminating h m 

between (A-1) and (A-2) which ia 

l + l l ~k.k~ ~ - k.' ~l H , + M
0
B ( k.k)) -k:rIC{+ k_! 2 4 1l 110 c~· 

7 

+ l + H· +MB k:)y0(A-3)l 'ksk-~ - k.~ l ~- ~ ; ... (k.k) 
2 4nM ,_ Y 

0 

~ 

where k • ( -.,t / c-z.. ) t:
0 

In the absence of propogation etfecta 1 k • Q and it follows from (A-3) 

http:elimi.na


10~ 

( v/Y) 
2. 

• ( H ·~ + M,,B k.k ) l(Hi. + M.B k.k + 4 1T H ( k~ + k"': ) ( 
L i.tc j 

Thia mq be written in the ronn 
2 .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

( w/Y) = (H + D1t ) (H + D k + 4 TT M (k ?t. + k ;j )/ k 

D • MoB • a phenomenological constant , M being 

the saturat ion magnetisation and B (positive in ferro- terriliiagnetic 

medium) and B is a phenomenological quantiti • 
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APPENDIX II 

Neglecting electromagnetic propogation , 

curl b • 0 

Thia implies a scalar magnetic potential "t' , where 

h It! ~ "f 

Also div b • diY ( h + 4 n in ) • O 

+ 0 
2... 

"\J 
2 

""V + 4 n v. m = 0 

Therefore t ( 1 + K ) \ .oz."f ~ J + ~ =.O inside the sample 
'Q z_ LL()~~ 0:1-z.. 

outside the sample 

Following Fletcher and YJ.ttel~s approach , this scalar potential 

function 't' has solutions in cylindrical coordinates a.a 

in= A'"' J nf j. k P ] exp.(i k z) exp.(i n ¢)L(1 + K) lf"L. 

~ H ~) (ilc r) exp. (i.kz) exp(~) 

( 1)
where H"' is a Hankel tunctionJ here 

In the short-wavelength llmit k f » l we may approximate the Hankel 

function by 
(I) -1/2. 

H n (ikr;>)oe.(k P) - ~- exp. {-le r) 

80 that 
-f/2. 

'"'t'c\.\.C- -:::::: A o~ (k ~ ) -X: exp. (-k.r) exp. (in¢)exp. (ika) 

The boundar y condition on the continuity of the tangential component 

ot H at the surface f • R is satisfied proTided 
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The boundazy condition on the normal componentor B is 


( l + ~ ) ( (2) 


where 

!t ll M CwfJl 
H - (w/Y 


From (2) we han , tor k R >> 1, 

1

A·w- \ (l+lf) l ik/(l+l)''z.J JV\ (ikR /(l+K)'h..J 

+(n v / R) J~ \_1kR/ (Lt-IC)'h1~* -A,* (k/R)
11

~. (-kR ) (3), 

Canbining (1) and (3) , 
l/2. I 

1 (l+IC) (J"" /JV\ ) • -1 -(n v/kR) l4) 

This ia the characteristic equation , Where the argument ot the Bessel 

!unction is ikR / (l+K)
112 

• 

For excitation by an interaction l'hlch is unitorm across the specimen we 

ma7 set n•l. We set 

For kR >> l , it is seen that E:. « lJ then 

and (4) becomes , tor n=sl, with P (2 e )
114 

kR, 
I 

J 1 {x) / J ) {x) • - l/x, 


which ma:r be reduced to 


J 
0 

(x) •O 

The three lowest roota are x • 2.40S J 5.520 J and 8.654 J the lowest 

corresponding eigentrequency ia 
- z 

w =- r H + 2 n Y M ( 2 .405 I kR) 



APPENDIX III 


1 a..

• Ml,J ~ell, ( f cl~ 
-L Jv £~-f,.)'- + ~ '-S'I'>, 

. ~~...1l t. dt. lL\_z.- t.)L_+<Al. ~l/z. - I2-- ~\ J 
z a 

"' First term - ~'t~ Ljl lz..- 4) L. cl ~ + 1(&- z.) I:. d, £,) 

The second term of equation 
z 

- M, ( l(_z- £J2.. + v...'" 
2l"l. j,..J 	 '* 4 

-t 

Now 

L"-\::. ) 

) 

-\\r..Q.. ."~ '" J..,,. o-.l :I' e_ ~ J"' 

if'- l (_z.- ~) J~ -4 t + 6..'- +- 0...,_ 	
~ l ~-t.) +Jt:z..-1:.iz.-t "'.,_ ll

L. 

"'d ~\..c;..-z..) + jlt. - z.. ).,_ -t c-?- l ~ \ l ~ -""l-) J~-'-)'-Jr °''- +" ~ 
2.~"L l 

http:Jt:z..-1:.iz
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APPENDIX lV 

ror the constant component M~ 

B = 0.5M~l 1-z + l+z -2 I,--- ·---- - -- -- J1 

lJ0.~-~1-~ ~2 j ( l +z )z. +a2 

dH . f (1-~ 
2. 

1 _ (l:z(. + l I 
2di = 9.5 Mn\~1-z} +ai._( 2 

- -'-c--1--z-)-~-.-a- {_(f+zY +a·..:<1z. 2 t- - ~c1+z)~ +a- > \. 

= - 3.14 Mn for l=z, a=0.15875 cm., l= 0.5105 cm. 

For the varying component M1 

2H ::: 0.25 M1 /1
2 r2a2 log a-(z+l} Jcz+l) 2 + a - (1-z) Fi=~;2 ~--~2-

2 \_ \, 2 2 ( \C: 2 2 - a log Z<z+l) + ,.((z+l) + a J ~i-z) + a + (1-z)j 
2 2

dJl _ M/ 12 f z( z-1) + a _ z ( z+ l) + a + 2 10 5 

dz • Ucz-1>2 + a2f i<z•1>2 + a2t z J 


z 0.65 M1 for z=l and values of a and l as used above. 

Hence the slope dH/dz of the internal magnetic field 

with the proposed variation of magnetisation is 

= - ?OO Oe/cm. for M"" = 470 and M1 = 1180 

= - 825 Oe/cm. for M"' = 500 and M \ = 1150 
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RE.A.L L 

,tc..=U.15875 

L = (i. 5 1U5 

/\ .A. =/\ * /\ 
PRINT 	 4 

4 FOR:-·AT(l0X,2UHDIST..~f'KE Fi~Ul/i Ct:rHl~E' iox,z2HUE1vi"\G COEFF-((;,JSL\'..:T ii' 

11 0 X , 2 3 HD E ;._.: .:'.\ :-:; C 0 E FF-Pt" Rt\ i~!. UL I C ..."!/I I J 

2 	 Zl=Z-L 

Z2=Z 1 ~-z l+A/\ 

Z2R=SCRT(Z2J 

ZA=Z+L 

ZB =ZA-*Z A.+1'\i\ 

Z:?.R=S~RT (ZS) 


ZZ=Z2R+Z9R+(7*Z-L*Ll/0.5105 

Cl=(Z+U*ZBR 

C2= ( L-Z H*-Z2R 

C3=Z+L+ZPR 

C3L=ALOG(C3J 

C4=L-Z+Z21-\ 

C4L=ALOG(C4) 

C C = ( 2 • ~~ ?E- /).. /'1 ) "'*" /1. L 0 c: ( .t. ) - C 1 - C2 - .1\ /'d*" C 3 L - /\/\ *C 4 L 
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Z=Z+u.:.J25 

IF(Z.GT. ~:.5.) GO TO 3 


GO TO 2 

3 	 STOP 

E\!D 
SENTRY 
:51 SSYS 

CD TOT 0038 
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C3=Zfa.+ZGR 
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C4=Zl+Z2f"-< 

C 4 L =/\ L 0 G ( C 4 } 

CC=FF-Cl-C2-AA*C3L-AA*C4L 

HR =11 6 5 • 0 ~f- ( Z Z I L+ CCI 0 • 5 2 1 2 2 r~, 5 } 

HS =24 3 • v -:f- ( Z 1 I Z2 f~ + Z AI Z U I-< - 2 • C ) 

HD=HS+HR 

HI=392.G+HD 

F 1 =ABS ( F-c;·:f-!~ I) 

V=l.06,'f-(F1?f-~(-J..5J /1. F '6 

T 1 = • ~_, U 0 :_, 1 I V + T1 

z= z+ ·) •.j '._, : ) ,) l 

I F ( Z • G T • ~- • I+ 9 6 3 2 J G 0 T0 3 


1 PRINT 3, z, HD, HI, V, Tl 
8 FOf-<" 1 /\T(J5X,~:1u.6, ~GX,FJC.6,J6X,r10.6,12X,EJ2.6'7 x,Fl_0.6) 
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